Corn Surges on Food Crisis Fears
by Gregory Meyer
	October 12, 2010 (Financial Times) - Corn prices surged for a second day on Monday, as expectations of a drastic shortfall in crop production raised fears of a repeat of the global food crisis of 2007-2008.  Corn gained as much as 8.5% on the Chicago Board of Trade -- the biggest rise since 1973 -- triggering a limit that halted trading.
The move followed a sharp government downgrade of harvest expectations last week.  The US Department of Agriculture on Friday cut its outlook for corn yields in the US, the world's main exporter of the grain, by the most in decades in a "historic report", according to Rich Feltes of brokers RJ O'Brien in Chicago.  The government said the ratio of leftover stocks to demand will fall to a 15-year low in coming months.
	Corn ended 5.2% higher, bringing its two-day gain to 11.5%.  Such has been the sharpness of the move that policymakers are contemplating a repeat of the global food crisis of 2007-2008.  Analysts have also started discussing the level at which prices could begin to shave consumption, to bring it in line with supply.  "The market is going to try to ration demand wherever possible," said Lewis Hagedorn, agricultural commodities analyst at JPMorgan.
	Corn rises, along with similar gains in other commodities, suggested a battle for land among crops as farmers make planting plans.  Chicago wheat futures initially gained 2.8% on Monday before declining, while soybeans rose 1.5% and New York cotton futures hit a 15-year high.  "These other crops need to compete with corn for acreage," Mr. Feltes said.
	The net bullish position among hedge funds and other money managers recently surged to a record in Chicago.  For every money manager selling corn futures and options there were 31 buyers, according to the latest Commodity Futures Trading Commission data.  The weakness of the US dollar would make US corn more attractive to importers, supporting demand, according to Luke Chandler, grain analyst at Rabobank in London.
	Rationing could begin with US ethanol production, which consumes about 35% of US corn, according to the USDA.  Most ethanol in the US is blended in accordance with government mandates, which require 12bn gallons of ethanol in the fuel supply this year.  A hefty tax credit also encourages production in spite of higher corn prices.
http://edition.cnn.com/2010/BUSINESS/10/11/corn.surge.food.crisis.ft/index.html?hpt=Sbin
	

